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SPAN 4370. Spanish for Technical Composition

Dr. Rafael E. Saumell
M-F 10-11:50 am TUC
This course focuses on forms of expositions, including narration, to develop student competencies to write clear and effective technical prose for various professions. Reading, writing assignments, and discussions will be in Spanish.

SPAN 5336. Hispanic Women’s Studies.

Dr. Debra Andrist
Online Course
This course features enhanced experience with, and fosters enhanced consciousness of, literature and art by Hispanic women. Via selected readings by themes, blog discussions and written assignments, the student will develop a familiarity with, an appreciation for, and an ability to interpret and evaluate canonical and non-canonical Hispanic literature and art by women. Reading, writing assignments, and discussions will be in Spanish.

SPAN 5334. Contemporary Spanish American Literature.

Dr. Rafael E. Saumell
Mon-Fri 12-1:50 pm TUC
This course focuses on the different literary expressions of Hispanic cultures during the 20th and the 21st centuries. Readings, writing assignments and discussions will be in Spanish.
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